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Cuinn Archer

Engineering Junior (6th - 8th grades)


	Title: Colorado Air Conditioning
	School: Mancos Middle School, Mancos, Colorado
	Sponsor: Adyan Farrar
	Abstract: 	My problem that I wanted to fix wasthat my room was too hot in the summer, so I wanted to make something that would open my window to cool it off. I choose this as my problem because it is hard for me to sleep in a hot room. My engineering goals were to 1. Make it open and close my window at a certain temperature benchmark, 2. Make it only open the window when it is colder outside than it is inside, 3. Make it powered from a wall outlet, 4. Make it small enough to fit on a window sill, 5. Make it waterproof, and 6. Make it less than $40. For my project, I resin printed the box, wired up a circuit, made 4 codes that tested different aspects of my code, and tested those codes. I met 4/6 of my goals (I met the first 4 and not the last 2), and I met them by using temperature sensors, a stepper motor, and a stepper motor driver to open/close the window. It was not waterproof, and it cost about $91 to make. I learned how to use a stepper motor, how to use temperature sensors, and how to code better on an arduino. I also learned how to use a resin printer, and how to problem solve better.
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